
Maths Week 2
Measurement and Length



Lesson 1: Activity to Upload
 
In this lesson the children are learning how 
to measure accurately in cms using a ruler.  
The children will need to have a ruler to 
complete the tasks.  Children need to 
understand how to start at 0, use the cm 
edge and how to read the numbers correctly.  





Start by watching this teaching video:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PvQY6RhOicn36Sy4O7vCPD4vWHO8wwln/preview


Can you remember these top tips 
and do some measuring?  

Can you find at least 10 
things in your home that 
measure more than 
10cm and less than 
15cm?

As a challenge can you 
measure a teddy that is 
longer than your ruler 
and use the tips from 
the video to help you 
find it’s height? 



Can you measure these lines with a ruler?

Which line is the longest and which is the shortest?



Burlington Bear has got some different lengths written here.
Can you draw the lines to the correct size?

6 cm

9 cm
15 cm

12 cm



Object hunt!

Do you have any of these objects around your house?
Can you find them and measure them? 
If you don’t have these objects you can use other items around 
your house!



Which of these is 
the odd one out?

Why?



Investigation:

Can you use what 
you have learnt 
today about 
measuring using a 
ruler to answer 
these questions!



Now you can complete the worksheet for more practise. 
Please upload the sheet onto Tapestry or Google Classroom.







Lesson 2: Activity to upload
 
In this lesson we are measuring and 
estimating in m and m and cms.  The children 
will need a metre ‘stick’ to measure with. We 
have attached a document that can be cut up 
to create a metre stick.  Please use a tape 
measure or anything else you have at home.  





Start by watching this teaching video:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SDzsDv5j8GBeCTXM-xHaCKGrFrjrfvPy/preview


Now you have watched the video can you 
find a measuring tape or make the paper 
metre stick?



Challenge:



Can you remember how to count in 10’s?





● Do you think a slide is shorter than one metre? 
● Is a slide taller or shorter than you? 
● How tall do you think you might be? 
● How does that help you estimate the height of the slide? 

Click to hear Miss Holmes read 
out the questions with some 

support.  Pause this video at any 
time whilst you figure out the 
answers.  Feel free to use any 
physical resources or jot down 

some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Oqc109vdifcyrLefAEe3kvXuk0vrC6dY/preview


● Have you been on a swing before? 
● Was it taller/shorter than you? 
● Read one measurement at a time. What would this look 

like? 
● Can you use a ruler/metre stick to check? Which 

measurement do you think is correct? 

Click to hear Miss Holmes 
read out the questions with 
some support.  Pause this 

video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel 

free to use any physical 
resources or jot down some 

workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rxv9o1iJdCfQzXLuSjKxp7I1nwUs5IQb/preview


● Have you played with toys like this before?
● Which unit would you choose to measure them? Why? 
● Would you be able to measure them in metres? Why? 
● Can you make a metre/centimetre challenge for a friend? 
● Would you measure this object in metres or centimetres? 

Click to hear Miss Holmes 
read out the questions 

with some support.  Pause 
this video at any time 

whilst you figure out the 
answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical 
resources or jot down 

some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IF7EWdyVbuoNHOA8F3MR2XXx9mruVdGb/preview


If you would like a super challenge take a 
look at the next 2 slides!

OR

Skip to the worksheet!



Imagine these objects are real. They have been sorted into two 
groups: measure in metres/centimetres. Look at each object. 
Do you agree with where they have been placed? Can you 

explain why? What would you add to each set?  

Click to hear Miss Holmes 
read out the questions with 
some support.  Pause this 

video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel 

free to use any physical 
resources or jot down some 

workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R1a8itDAQ7S0mumXu7GrHl0tv0P84BbH/preview


Can you measure the length of your bedroom? 
Or any other room of your choice?

Click to hear Miss 
Holmes read out the 
questions with some 
support.  Pause this 
video at any time 

whilst you figure out 
the answers.  Feel free 

to use any physical 
resources or jot down 

some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15UH-FlzYVHX5HlLuWXvTPicOff2sT6Hj/preview


Now you can complete the worksheet for more practise
Please upload the sheet onto Tapestry or Google Classroom.







Lesson 3: 

In this lesson the children are learning to 
compare lengths.  They will use words such 
as  - longer, longest, shorter and shortest.  
They are also using the symbols that 
represent, greater than >, less than < and 
equal to =.  The children will be familiar with 
these symbols however the video explains 
this in a way that all children will benefit 
from watching. 





Start by watching this teaching video:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Q6P9pBLAVXf6mhTohYVTyJtuKDTc4AP6/preview




Can you compare these lengths using the greater 
than, less than or equals signs?



Top Tip - look at the units of measurement.  
Remember cm are smaller than m! 

Have you got a piece of paper ready?  

11cm 34cm

thirty

Two  metres 2 cm



Some of Burlington Bear’s friends are arguing over who is taller. 
Can you help them?

How tall is the bear?
What number sentence could you 
write to figure this out? 



How tall is the rabbit?

What number sentence could you write to figure this out?



Now you can complete the worksheet for more practise.







Lesson 4: 

In today’s lesson the children are using 
their addition and subtraction skills to 
solve measuring problems.  

 

   





Start by watching this teaching video:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QBHKUhWQNFCLa3ziRcXtgp8_xhMEKv2U/preview


Can you spot the useful information? 
What do you need to do to find the answer?

Can you draw a bar model to help you work out what to do?

Click to hear Miss Holmes read out 
the questions with some support.  

Pause this video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical resources or jot down 
some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gZ8Xj0Pxxdu-UBPCOUQ1Pd3J06zK-TEl/preview


How far has A climbed? What are the key words? What can you 
do to find the answer? Can you use a bar model to help? How far 
has C climbed? How much higher is C than B? How far have they 
climbed altogether?

Click to hear Miss Holmes read out 
the questions with some support.  

Pause this video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical resources or jot down 
some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KHTMp7mE-y3oDSvhgwgE1dqzipWZNE8C/preview


What information is important? 
What number patterns/facts do we know that will help us? 
What is two less/more than 70? 
What is five less/more than 70? 
How far would each girl have run if there were a 10 metre 
difference between them? What is ten less/more than 70? 

Click to hear Miss Holmes read out 
the questions with some support.  

Pause this video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical resources or jot down 
some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KyAwUXSPT5H2z3aV5OFG3bzu9tZKfjCM/preview


How far did the orange marble roll? How can you work out how 
far the red marble went? Which keywords can help? How can we 
work out how far the purple marble rolled? Which keywords can 
help? Which number is closest to 50cm? How do you know? 
Convince me.

65cm - 4cm = ___

65cm + 12cm = ___

Click to hear Miss Holmes read out 
the questions with some support.  

Pause this video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical resources or jot down 
some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/12HnWG6lvQZrGi1zbYe7CKMTmCgyZd96r/preview


If you would like a super challenge take a 
look at the next 2 slides!

OR

Skip to the worksheet!



Can you spot the useful information? What is the height of Kris’ 
jump? What height is 20cm twice as high as? What can you do to 
find the answer? Have you found the key words? What is the 
height of Mia’s jump? How can you find three lots of ten? What 
would this look like as a number sentence? What can you do to 
find the answer?

Click to hear Miss Holmes read out 
the questions with some support.  

Pause this video at any time whilst you 
figure out the answers.  Feel free to 

use any physical resources or jot down 
some workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/173m2RZrbCFFP77ynFymcYraDo52cj_Vg/preview


How many skipping ropes could be made from 10m of rope? How 
could you work this out? What if you had 12m? What pattern can 
you see? Can you use this to find more possibilities?

Click to hear Miss 
Holmes read out the 
questions with some 
support.  Pause this 
video at any time 

whilst you figure out 
the answers.  Feel 

free to use any 
physical resources or 

jot down some 
workings out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EjZPJFOXrCGfCQciPlRMjul_ndJC_NWN/preview


Now you can complete the worksheet for more practise.







Lesson 5 - Mental 
Maths

Lesson 5 - To calculate division facts  (÷2 ÷5 ÷10)

Focus:

To calculate multiplication facts (2x 5x 10x)

Teaching Point:

Counting in 2s, 5s and 3s is a precursor to learning times tables.

There are differentiated challenges.  Please choose the one that suits 
your child best or your child may choose to work through them from the 
mildest to the hottest!







Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:





Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:





Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:


